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It is
diaphragm in a
nozzle is fitted
in eliminating
the arrival
of
pressure ratio

shown that the non-steady eq>ansion which arises at the
shock tube may be replaced by a steady expansion if a
in the tube near the diaphragm.
The method is useful
the pressure rise at the end of the tube associated With
thz ttil
of the unsteady e,qjansion but the increased
across the diaphragm which is required rnzy be a disadvantage.
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1.

Introduction

The wave diagram of a simple shock tube v:ith closed ends is
shown in Fig.1 together with the pressure record i;hich nould be expected,
The primary shock is reflected
from the end mail and meets the contact
surface at A. h shock is transmitted
through the contact surface and
either a shock or an expansion ~SY be reflected
from it.
For hydrogen-air
operation the nature of the reflected
i;'ave has been discussed in the
literature1'3,
and it has been shoxn that at shock %ach numbers
greater
than 6.02 the first
reflected
disturb,ance is a shock
USI/%
wave and that subsequent multiple
reflections
result in a slorly
increasing pressure.
iit shock Kach numbers less than 6.02 the first
reflected
disturbance
is an exp:;nsion although subsequent reflections
may be shock naves. The pressure at the end of the tube (for 1~~31> 6.02)
is increased when the tail of the unsteady expulsion errives after
refraction
through the contact surface.
It continues to rise until
the head of the expansion, which has been reflected
from the closed end
of the driver tube, reaches the end of the driven tube; the pressure then
falls rapidly.
In some applications , psrticulnrly
in the case of the chock
tunnel, the lengths of' the driver and driven tube, L' Land L, TA11 be
chosen to give the rxxi.mum time t, b,etwcon the arrival
of the shock
and the reflected
head.
iAt 10TN &OC~C &cch numbers the reflected
hand of the expansion
reaches the end of the driven tube bcforc: the tail in c tube which has
been designed for optimum operation at the higher shock kixh numbers,
say 6 and greater,
xnd thus there is no need to alter this stLtc of
affairs.
In an optimally
designed tube the reflected
head and the tail
arrive simultaneously
at the end of the driven tube3, but since this
condition is satisfied
for only one shock A&h nuzitxr, for a given ratio
ofL'/L,
Fig.?, the tuk
is generally
cperat~d in
non-optimum
condition and the tail may arrive before the reflected
head. It is
desirable
to maintain as constant a pressurti as possible at the nozzle
entrance of a shock tunnel, and thus any means of alleviating
the
pxatesd
a~-~:urerise due to the tail of the expansion merits attcntionc
the

2.

Steady Expansion from Diaphragm

The possibility
of elixxinatini;
the unsteady expansion at the
diaphragm wm first
suggested by i:'-ittliff
tit al'.
The have diagram for
such
a shock tube
is shown in Fig.2.
ii nozzle designed with an area
ratio appropriate to the flow Xach number U, behind the contact
surface is inserted near the diaphragm.
Ideally the diaphragm should
be located at the nozzle throat as shoij~l, but difficulties
associated
with the rupture of the diaphragm necessitate
an up- or doxnstrcam
location,
Fig.6,
The pressure is thus constant (at a value pB = p,)
The
in the region be-tvreen the contact surface and the diaphragm.
reflected
shock after p,assing t,hrough the contact surf;co is partially
reflecttid
from the nozzle, and the t&nation
of quasi-steady pressure
at the end of the driven tube is determined by the arrival
of this
or the reflected
head of the expansion dopending on tube
disturbance,
geometry.
2 .1

The nozzle rarea ratio

The flon 1;wh
c
number I
given by the expression,

Li3,

behind the contact

surface

is

-3which is derived in several reports,
for instanc&,
and which is plotted
as a function of MS-j in Fig.3.
The required nozzle area ratio
k/A* may thus be selected for each shock &ch number from tables such
as those of Rd.5 which are also plotted in Fig.3.
2.2

Expertientu

in a 2in.

diameter

shock tube

The dimensions of the shock tube -in which the experiments were
carried out are shovzn in Ir'ig.l+.. Curves, showing the computed times of
arrival
of the various disturbances
at the end of the tube are shown
in E'ig.5.
The values for the tail and reflected
head were computed on
the basis of simple theory neglecting viscous 2nd real gas zi'fects.
A
comparison betifeen the inviscid
calculation
for the contact surface and
a viscous solution 6 is also shonn. The viscous theory accounts for
determined
the loss of test gas to the boundary layer, and experimentally
contact surface positions
which are in good agreement with this theory
are shown in Fig.5.
Also plotted ar e the observed times of arrival
of
the reflected
head of the expansion, and the ,agreemcnt with perfect gas
theory is r-c--onable
except at 1017shock Linoh numbers. There are
low-temperature
real gas effects present in the rcfleotion
of the hend.
of the cxpnnsion, but apparently these do not seriously
affect the
times messurcd.
It
tube the tail
head only for
a lower limit
geometry.

will be seen from Pig.5 that in the 2 in. dipmeter shock
of the unsteady expansion arrives before the reflected
shock Mach numbers greater thm 0, ad this figure sets
to the experiments in the tube -Cth its present

A-L a shock jdach number of 9.75 the flow b&h number behind
the contact region,
X3, is 3.65 and the area ratio required for the
diaphragm nozzle is 7.&X!.
L convergent divergent nozzle generated by
circ~br
ercs was fitted
to the high pressure side of the m&n
It -bfLSfound that if the nozzle was plaCd
diaphragm as shown in I'ig.6.
downstrec?m of the diaphragm the petals p~tially
blocked the throat VJ-hose
di,znetcr W,W 0.672 in.
A prassure transducer'": Ti1a.smount& in the closed end of the
driven tube and a record such as that in Fig.7 obtained nith no
diaphrCagm nozzle fitted.
The position
of the rei'lected head is clearly
defined although the ratio of the equilibriuti
pre~suro'~"
to the pressure
yes = 2.21 is somewhat lower than that
titer
the first
reflection
predicted by simple theory3, but in general agreement with experiments
Tests in a 3 in. diameter shock tunnel
at lower shock &it&~ nurlbers.
indicated that the equilibrium
pressure -Otis higher thsn predicted,
For this reason
and there is apparontly an effect of tube goomctry.
it is not suggested that the predicted position of the tail of the
expansion is seriously
in error.
The nozzle Was then fitted
to the high pressure section of
the tube and pressure records such as that in Figs.8(a),
(b> a,nd (c>
ware/
-----------------_--------II
*
SIM tDe PZ.6 manufactured

by the Swiss Ucomotive

"*Dcfir&
in ILof.3 ::s the pressure
expansion, after multiple
reflection
wall and contact surface.

Vorks,

Winterthure

st the zrival
of the tail of the
shock between
of the incident

-4were obtained at shock Xach numbers of 9.29, 9.79 and IO.3 respectively.
In the case of Pig,8(b),
Id, = 3.69,
the closest that was achieved
to the desired value of 3.65.
It will be seen that the Pressure does
not in fact continue to rise after the time at which the tail would
normally have arrived.
The pressure rises less uniformly
in the
initial
stages than was the case without the nozzle, but the final value
the same as that obtained without the
of Pes is 2.53, approximately
nozzle.
The signal continues to fluctuate
until the arrival
of the
reflected
head of the expansion causes a sudden fall in pressure*
The
records at shock Xach numbers of 10.3 and 9.29 are smoother than that
at 9.79, but at present this is unexplained.
2.4

Steady expansion at

&ii1

=

8.8

It will be seen from Fig.5 that, at this shock Mach number,
the tail of the unsteady expansion would be expected to arrive
390 microseconds before the reflected
head. The predicted location Of
the tail on the pressure record in the absence of a nozzle is shorm in
Fi.g.9, and the effect of adding a nozzle is shown in Figs.lO(a)
and (b)
for shock Hach numbers of 8.73 and 8.98 respectively.
There is very
little
effect on the pressure due to the nozzle in this case, possibly
due to there being less time for the pressure to rise betz{een tail and
reflected
head than in the previous cases.
The pressure ratio
R?dPe with and without the nozzle is
plotted in Fi.g.11 for the tests at shock Mach numbers of 8.5 to 10.3.
That addition of the nozzle is seen on the whole to maintain the
pressure more nearly constant although therz is no appreciable
improvement below Ms1 = 9.
3.

Diaphragm Yress-urc Ratio

One of the disadvantages of using tht: diaphrngm nozzle appears
to be the increased pressure ratio required to priKiuce the s.ame ahOck
velocity with the nozzle in place,
In E.g.12 the theoretical
ratio
is
sho~m
together
with
measured
values
from
the
present
rind
p41
previous experiments without a nozzle in the high pressure section.
Also shown cre the values of prll required with the noxclcs in the
high pressure chamber for both Farea ratios.
Tne increase in p41
is approximately
3.5 timtis over the range of shock 3iac.h numbers from
8 to IO, and this might prove a difficulty
in practice where dready
high pressures are anployod in the driver section.
4.

Conchs ion

From the few measurements m‘ade, it mly be concluded that the
Placing of a convergent-divergent
nozzle at the diaphragm station does
reduce the rise in pressure which would normally occur through the tail
It is thus concluded that a steady expansion
of an unsteady expansion.
is in fact occurring but that the initial
pressure ratio required for
a givenshock Aiach number is about 3.5 times that which would be required
without a nozzle.
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=

NcQi, =

shock Xach number
incident

shock Ma.& number

shock velocity
=
"1
a =

sound speed

M =

flow Nach number

P
pab

= Y-1/2Y
= pdpb,

pressure

ratio

of reflected
PRE = pressure at arrival
subscripts 1,2, 3, 4 properties
of region

head of expasion
G', see Fig.1.
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